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The Benjamin P. Cheney Academy
PROLOGUE
In 1883 when transportation magnate and benefactor Benjamin P . Cheney stepped down
off his private train to be greeted by the cheering residents of the town which bore his name ,
the academy he financed was not quite two years old .
It is unlikely that even Cheney , a financial visionary, could have predicted the evolution of
the institution which his money had given life to.
The Benjamin P. Cheney academy was born out of a regional need-a need for a facility to
provide a basic education for the children of the surrounding area .
As the Inland Empire grew and public schools were created , the community's needs
changed and the academy's regional mandate was expanded into higher education. Thus , the
State Normal School at Cheney was born .
The state institution was charged in 1890 with the responsibility of providing teachers for an
expanding school system . Cheney Normal has since evolved into a teacher's college, liberal
arts college and now into a major regional university-its development always reflecting the
ability to respond to the growing needs of the region it serves.
Consistent with the philosophy of the school , Eastern's students over the past hundred years
have for the most part maintained a focused purpose-they learned skills that were valued
within the local community . A majority have chosen to live and work in the Pacific Northwest.
In this way Eastern has been a bridge linking the aspirations of youth with the concrete needs of
the region . The history of Eastern is a partnership between institution and community ... shared aspirations , plans and realities.

AboveThe Benjamin P. Cheney Academy was
built in 1881-1882, and destroyed by fire
August 27, 1891.

LeftCheney, Washington, business district
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The Man
Benjamin P. Cheney played an integral part in the development of the West. A founder of
the American Express Company , director of The Wells Fargo Bank and several major
railroads-Cheney is a classic example of the "self-made man ."
Born in 1815 into a well-connected New Hampshire family of modest means , Cheney
showed early promise as a driver and horse handler for a local stage line . Under the patronage
of such prominent instrumental figures as Daniel Webster, his interests in transportation expanded, eventually leading him to form his own stage company .
Possessing a shrewd business sense , he combined hard work with a strict moral code to
create a financial empire which spanned the continent.
Cheney was proud of the fact that he had accomplished this with very little formal education ;
but, unlike many of his counterparts with similar backgrounds, he did not fail to see the value of
education . This was evident when he was approached in 1881 by the citizens of the new
western frontier town which bore his name . The community which sprung up to serve his
railroad was in need of a school.
Benjamin Cheney responded with a donation of $10,000 . He said he wanted the children of
Cheney to have the educational opportunities which were denied him.
Perhaps Cheney felt responsible for the education of the children in the town . Whatever the
reason, the aging transportation magnate had planted the seed . It was up to the community to
do the rest.

AboveBenjamin P. Cheney
Taken from a painting now hanging in
the JFK Library of EWU
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Tough Little Town
Historians characterize early Cheney as a "tough little town" .. . a center for speculators and
opportunists . Like many frontier towns, it had a propensity for sudden violence and instant
justice , as documented in early newspaper accounts of several murders and at least two lynchings .
But there was another side to Cheney . Its citizens included individuals who envisioned
something more than a raw railroad town. They thought Cheney could be the hub of Eastern
Washington-the county seat.
These men, like their town's namesake, believed in the 19th century American dream that
hard work and human will could control and even alter the course of history.
They proved it in 1880 when Cheney opposed Spokane Falls for the county seat in an areawide referendum .
Although Cheney won the general vote, polling irregularities invalidated many of the ballots,
shifting the victory and the county seat to Spokane .
Cheneyites were incensed-they had worked hard to acquire the seat. For several months
leaders of the two towns haggled, both sides refusing to admit defeat. Then, in an act of defiance, the citizens of Cheney staged a midnight raid on Spokane's makeshift county courthouse , succeeding where the ballot box had failed . The county court records were seized,
loaded into waiting wagons and taken to Cheney. Two months later a judge ruled in favor of
Cheney . The tough little town was, for the time being, allowed to keep the county seat.
With similar vigor, the citizens of C heney sought a formal school for the education of their
children.
J ust 18 months after receiving the railroad magnate's $10,000 donation , the Benjamin P.
Cheney Academy was completed. Situated on an eight-acre site donated by the railroad , the
Academy officially opened its doors on April 3, 1882.

LeftFiremen's muster, July 4 , 1884,
Cheney, Washington
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Academy Curriculum
The Academy's first curriculum might be referred to as "a la carte" or fragmentary . Early instructors taught what they knew and what parents requested.
Salaries for staff were drawn initially from tuition and additional donations from Benjamin
Cheney. In 1883 the academy contracted to serve the Cheney School District in exchange for
monies generated by district school taxes .
The cost of private school was considerable even then , when the day's standard of living and
wage scale is taken into consideration.
The Northwest Tribune , August 24 , 1885, advertised the following tuition rates :
Primary Department
Common English
Higher English
Language each
Instrumental Music

per term
per term
per term
extra
per term

$6 .50
9 .50
10.50
2.00
13 .00

I
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1890 to 1937
Cheney Normal

Mary Trainor came to Cheney Normal in 1908 to head up the newly formed
Department of Piano. For seven years she taught piano for $1 a lesson in the tower
room on the third story of the administration building. During her tenure, the
legislature abolished student tuition and Cheney Normal began to phase out its high
school programs.
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Cheney Normal
By 1885 it was obvious that thousands were streaming into the city on the river. Cheney had
lost the population war with Spokane Falls. The following year the issue of the county seat was
renewed and placed on the November ballot. The tough little town was soundly defeated.
This time there was no question as to the legitimate holder of the county seat. With that battle lost , the citizens of Cheney turned to a new civic project. In the last half of the 1880s the
Academy was beginning to experience hard times . Discord had developed between Academy
administrators and school district officials. As a result, the district created its own schools and
cancelled its contract with the Academy .
Certain of the more prominent townspeople , recognizing the need for teachers for all the
new schools being built in the rapidly growing settlements of the region, began lobbying to convert the academy into a Normal School.
On March 18, 1890, Washington Governor Ferry signed the bill that created a Normal
School in Cheney . The next stage of development had begun.

AboveJ. J. Rippetoe was named Principal of
Cheney Normal School in February of
1897 in the midst of a state government
struggle over funding for the State's
infant Normal Schools. The legislature
approved a $25,000 appropriation to
Cheney Normal in March, but Governor
John Rogers vetoed the bill, forcing the
school into its only prolonged
closing-from the summer of 1897 until
the summer of 1898.

LeftCheney State Normal School
1893-96
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A Tea Party
About a week before her tea party the preceptress gives out invitations. Sometimes she takes
the names in alphabetical order, but the party I am going to describe is one to which she invited
our English class.
The whole week before the party we inquired of everyone how we should act. Everyone we
met in our classrooms would be asking each other what we should wear. The boys asked what
all the trouble was about , and when we told them they laughed and said, "You act as if you
had never been to a party ."
Finally we learned that we were all to wear hats , coats and gloves. The hat and coat proposition wasn 't so bad , but , oh, the gloves! There were almost twenty-four girls and only half as
many pairs of gloves. The rest of us didn 't know what to do . The old proverb was "A cat with
gloves catches no mice, " but we revised it to read , "A girl without gloves cannot go to a tea party ." We decided to arrange it as we do with the English books , where two or three use the same
one.
Of course, we had to dress much better than usual and this attracted attention, and , as it is so
uncommon to see anyone dressed up at the Normal , the girls looked at us with a knowing
smile and said, 'There's another one."
About six of us went in together and stood in a perfectly straight row. Five or six girls were on
the other side of the room standing the same way. An outsider would have thought we were
going to have a spelling match .
The tea and wafers were passed around by three dignified Seniors, who were frightened
almost as much as we were . The first thing I did was to drop half my wafer. One of the instructors, who was present, walked over toward me . In vain I tried to get the wafer out of sight. I
was so frightened that when he said , "Pardon me ," I answered , "Thank you." In a few minutes
someone told me that I looked nice . Thinking of the other mistake , I said, "Certainly. "
Everyone on our side of the room drank her tea and spoke not a word . When the preceptress saw the strain under which we labored she left the other side and came over to talk to us.
Her pleasant smile and kind words made us feel more at ease and we were soon having a more
pleasant time . I suddenly thought of the girl waiting out in the cloakroom for the gloves I wore ,
and when no one was looking I stole quietly out.
We decided that a five o'clock tea was a five o'clock tea , and , although formal , it was not a
formidable affair . Next year we will get an opportunity to go again , but we will profit from past
experiences and act and feel better.
M. M. (writer unknown)
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Football 1906-07
In 1906 a new coach , a Mr. Lienau , arrived from Kalamazoo , Michigan . Football, already
the most popular college sport, was his speciality. The most critical problem of that season was
a shortage of players. At the time, female enrollment was far greater than male. Only sixteen
players were found .
Competition was restricted to teams in the immediate region. High school teams such as
Davenport, Garfield , and Colfax were played. A team fielded by Blair Business College
defeated Cheney Normal 6 to 0 .
The highlight of the 1906-07 football season was a late fall football game between Cheney
Normal and Lewiston Normal. The following account was recorded in that year's yearbook .
"The game with Lewiston was looked forward to by everybody as the big game of the year.
Everyone wanted to beat them and we got out every night in the snow and practiced. The
weather was very cold on the day of the game , but after a few minutes' playing we all warmed
up . This was our best played game , even if Lewiston did prove unexpectedly weak. Everybody
played star football . Kuucera , Tully , Lindahl, Johnson and George Page each got a
touchdown . The ends did fine work during the game , but everybody was in the game all the
time . This game closed our season and it showed us that much could be done when there is
enthusiasm among the players . Although many of the best players leave us at the close of this
year there is much good material that was developed during the season and which will be
heard from next fall. "

LeftCheney State Normal School's football
team, 1906
Coach Lienau, #l
17

Football Schedule, 1906
Totals
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov . 3
Nov . 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 20

LeftCheney State Normal_ School's
basketball team, 1902
19

Normal
0
Normal
15
Normal
6
Normal
5
Normal
22
Normal
15
Normal
0
Normal
30

vs. Blair
6
vs. Garfield
0
vs. Davenport
0
vs. Coeur d'Alene
10
vs. Ritzville
0
vs. Colfax
0
vs . Garfield
6
vs . Lewiston Normal
5

at Cheney
0- 6
at Cheney
15- 6
at Cheney
21- 6
at Coeur d'Alene
26-16
at Ritzville
48-16
at Colfax
63-16
at Garfield
63-22
at Cheney
93-27
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Fire
On April 24, 1912, at 1:30 a .m., N. E. Hinch , head of the English Department, upon returning from a lodge meeting noticed a fire in the administration building. Within minutes the
blaze spread throughout the structure. Two faculty members, asleep in the music room, were
cut off by the flames on the stairwell . Both men stood helplessly at the window as the newly arrived fire volunteers created a makeshift emergency safety net from a rug salvaged from the
first floor social room . With the deadly smoke and heat negating all other options, the two
nightshirted figures leaped from the tower onto the rug held below by firefighters . Both were injured but alive. Cheney Normal's worst fire left the administration building in ruins but without
fatality . As they had in the fire of 1891, Cheney townspeople responded generously to the
1912 disaster. Churches were offered as classrooms, and private homes were made available.
Through the combined efforts of the faculty , students, and townspeople, only one day of class
was lost.

AboveThe razing of Cheney Normal following
the 1912 fire
LeftMorning after the April 24, 1912, fire
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Binna Mason Dummeier
My father , James Monroe Mason , was from Kentucky . His parents were wealthy plantation
owners before the Civil War who moved to Kansas after the fall of the South. From there my
father-when reaching the age of eighteen-set out to follow Custer west, but for some reason
was unsuccessful.
He returned to his parent's home until the railroad was built. A train then carried him from
Kansas to Spokane Falls, then to the Sprague area where he homesteaded a parcel of land
which included a lake which would become known as Mason Lake .
In 1907 I was sent to Cheney Normal to attend the Training School. Regular school for farm
kids like us consisted of three months in the spring and three months in the fall. My father felt I
should attend a school which offered more than six months of basics . He was encouraged by
several of the faculty at Cheney Normal , including his good friend Ceylon Kingston .
Although my parents' home was less than thirty miles from Cheney , it was too far-in those
days-to commute. So I boarded in town and received a proper education beginning in grade
eight.
In the early 1900s Cheney was a family community . Unlike other towns in the Northwest
where predatory interests , such as mining and lumbering were developing , Cheney was a
farming town . The frontier days were replaced by a time when propriety reigned . Unlike the
generations that followed mine , we were closely supervised and expected to act properly at all
times. We had our fun but we were always expected to act like ladies and gentlemen.
We participated in sports like basketball and tennis but often we were short of equipment.
Our own entertainment was relegated to activities such as hiking and reading which did not
cost anything. Few of us had money to spend .
If a boy liked a girl he asked her to take a walk or maybe go to a dance , but never did they do
more than hold hands or perhaps steal a kiss or two when the chaperone wasn't looking.
After graduating from Training School , I decided to continue my education , working toward
a teacher's certificate . At the time we were referred to as "sub normals ." Some of my fellow
students took the option of teaching with a temporary certificate after six months. We were
allowed to do this if we continued our education through correspondence or summer school.
There was always a need for qualified teachers .
I stayed on for graduation which took place shortly after the great fire of 1912.
Even today , I can remember my last classes being held in private homes which were made
available to us . Such community support was typical in those days . The school and the town
was part of one big family .

AboveBinna Dummeier

LeftSenior class play, 1907
Merchant of Venice
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The War
On April 17 , 1917 , Cheney Normal , along with the rest of the nation , declared war on Germany .
Red Cross first aid courses were announced and immediately filled, various fund raising
drives were started , and many male students volunteered for service .
For those who remained at home (the majority of the Normal students were female) the
number one weapon against the Kaiser was conservation of food . The slogan "Food Will Win
The War" appeared over and over.
Creating patriotic jingles became a major pastime for those who remained at Normal. "Don't
leave sugar in the cup or you will help Frau Bertha Krupp ," was one which appeared in the
Cheney Normal Journal.
As the war moved into its second year and word of casualties filtered back, the festive nature
of the event began to wane . That year the student Army Training Corps was formed on campus .
With the close of the year came word of the armistice . The "War To End All Wars," in which
more than 100 former Cheney Normal students had participated, was over.

LeftWorld War I food conservation booth
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Growing Up
In the 47 years as a State Normal School, the institution grew from 16 pupils occupying less
than 5 ,000 square feet in a single wood frame building to a student population of 700-plus
who lived and were taught in six buildings with nearly 200 ,000 square feet of space .
What early skeptics called "a glorified grade school" had progressed to a four-year degree institution offering majors in numerous subjects from biology to music.
Although many have contributed to the institution's initial growth , three men stand out as
extraordinary leaders.
These men-Noah Showalter, Ceylon Kingston and Richard Hargreaves-giving freely of
their unique talents, managed to guide the course of higher education in Eastern Washington
during the first half of the 20th century.

LeftCheney Normal graduation class
June, 1897
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The Educator
He was the perfect man for the job. A skilled educator and administrator, Noah David
Showalter, Cheney Normal's ninth principal and first President assumed his new position in
January, 1911.
Prior to his arrival, the school had been plagued. by a series of short-term principalships. Out
of eight principals, only two had terms exceeding four years. The institution was in serious
need of a sense of permanence and long-range planning. For sixteen years Noah Showalter
provided those elements and in the process created a solid foundation on which a major
regional university eventually could stand.
Born in 1869, Showalter was raised in Eastern Washington. He was educated at Lewiston
State Normal School , Washington State College, Stanford University and Columbia University. Prior to joining Cheney Normal, he had been superintendent of Whitman County Schools .
Author of "A Handbook for the Rural School Officer," the new president held an intense interest in providing qualified educators for rural Washington . He believed the institution's commitment to the region did not stop at graduation . Through the introduction of instrumental
bulletins and extension courses, he reached out to the isolated rural teachers in the 2,440
school districts throughout the state. After leaving th~ school in 1926, he went on to serve as
Superintendent of Instruction of the State of Washington .
More than any other person, Showalter was responsible for promoting the concept of a
regional institution . This vision became the philosophical cornerstone of today's university. For
his leadership and direction, Noah Showalter came to be considered the "father" of Eastern
Washington University.

LeftNoah Showalter
1869-1937
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The Administrator-Historian
Ceylon S . Kingston considered himself a regional historian with a knack for administrative
affairs . Willing to assume responsibility for the good of the institution , he was appointed interim
president on three separate occasions while a new president was sought. Each time, when the
situation stabilized , he stepped down . His true interests lay in the dual role of historian and vice
president .
Born in Potsdam , New York , in October, 1870, he received an A.B . degree from St.
Lawrence University and a master's from Michigan; he attended Columbia Unlversity for postgraduate work .
He arrived in Cheney in 1901 after serving a four-year principalship at Spokane High
School.
C . S . Kingston's achievements over the four decades he served as vice president and departmental chairman, first of social sciences, then of history, are reflected in the tremendous
development of the institution in those years .
Maintaining an active interest in the growth of the school library, he was instrumental in setting up the Kingston Northwest collection-1 ,000 volumes on the history of the region. He
firmly believed that books constituted the bulwark and defense of freedom and liberty .

LeftCeylon S. Kingston

1870-1953
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The Implementor
It was the goal for which hundreds had strived . As early as 1923 the administration had
hopes of turning Cheney Normal into a four-year degree-awarding institution.
By the time of Richard T. Hargreaves' installment as Cheney Normal's second president in
1926, the institution was no closer to receiving state government approval. It would be an
uphill battle which would span most of the new president's thirteen-year career as head administrator.
Born in Lancashire , England , in 1875, he came to the United States with his parents in
1883. A graduate of Washburn Academy in Topeka, Kansas, he attended the University of
Kansas, did graduate work at the University of Chicago , and was principal of North Central
High School in Spokane before coming to Cheney Normal.
Hargreaves believed the key to achievement involved four critical elements-physical vigor,
sensitivity , moral fiber , and intelligence . These , tempered with discipline , are what overcome
adversity.
It was a philosophy that served him well during the ten years he worked towards gaining
state permission to allow Cheney Normal to become a four-year teacher's college. Extensive
lobbying in Olympia managed to get Bill 239 , Normal School Degree Bill , passed by both
houses before it was vetoed by the notorious Governor Hartley. Confronted with a four-year
wait, Hargreaves moved to build up the programs which he believed would eventually be extended to four years . In 1933, with the more responsive Governor Martin in power , the bill was
again introduced. On March 3 , 1937, Governor Martin signed a measure which officially
created a four-year college-Eastern Washington College of Education.

LeftRichard T. Hargreaves
1875-1939
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1937 to 1961

Eastern Washington
College of Education

LeftEastern Washington College of
Education aerial view, circa 1930s
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The Library
On June 4 , 1940, Eastern's new library was dedicated . It was the first new building to open
since the new title of Eastern Washington College of Education had been bestowed .
A reporter from the Cheney Free Press described the quarter of a million dollar library's interior as well-lighted , spacious and elegant: "The two materials which give the structure its
greatest charm are the beautiful red and grey perfectly matched panels of Royal Fleure marble
from Tennessee ."
The three floors housed 47 ,000 volumes , works which Vice President Kingston referred to
in his dedication address as the bulwark and defense of our freedom and liberty .
The building was named after the late president Richard Hargreaves , who had died the year
before while still in office . On the same day the administration building was renamed Showalter
Hall .
Eastern Washington College of Education , no longer in its infancy , now had its own history
and heroes to honor.

AboveHargreaves Library dedication
June 4, 1940
Notables include Ralph E. Tieje,
president (left), and Washington
Governor Clarence D. Martin (right).
LeftHargreaves Library
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Dorothy Young Terrell
I arrived at Cheney Normal in the fall of 1927 . At the time there were approximately 600
students enrolled in the two year Teacher's Certificate Program . In spite of the fact we were a
small school, the standards were very high . Teachers and administrators like Dr . Kingston and
Dr. Showalter took a personal interest in each one of us , making sure we developed proper
study habits . The work was tough but we also knew how to have fun .
Although the ratio of women to men was 10 to 1, we all managed to have a lively social life .
The campus had several student organizations and newcomers were encouraged to join at
least one . Most were social or service clubs like the Tawankas, an all-woman honorary
organization which extended hospitality on campus and promoted interests among the student
body.
Most school activities centered around the main building, Showalter Hall, which had
classrooms, a gym, a swimming pool , bookstore, administration offices and even a small faculty bowling alley. Everything except manual arts and the dormitories was in Showalter. It was
where we worked and where we played .
A favorite activity of the students was 'playhour'-the Tuesday night dance. For one dime
we could dance in the gym from seven to eight. Music was provided by our own student fivepiece band.
Later, in the 1930s, afternoon tea dancing was started . These dances were held in the mezzanine on the second floor. Such activities were chaperoned by the Dean of Women who
made sure we always danced twelve inches apart.
For those couples who wanted to escape the administration's watchful eye and had a quarter
for a soda, 'The Sweets and Eats' in town was the place to go . Sometimes when someone had
a car we'd go to a movie or dance in Spokane , but, with the exception of those who commuted
from the city, most of us stayed close to Cheney .
It was like a large family . the townspeople took an interest in the school and its students .
Men like Governor Martin , who owned the local flour mill and fought to make Cheney Normal
into a four-year college , and Senator Sutton , who at one time was interim president, worked
tirelessly for the college.
Over the ten years I was at the school (after I finished my courses I worked in the administration building) there were many changes. Martin's dream of a four-year college was fulfilled
soon after he was elected Governor of the state in 1933 and not too many years later the student population surpassed 1,000. Eastern Washington College of Education was on its way .
AboveDorothy Terrell
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Left Iceberg Lake, 1933
Dr. Freeman's geology class trip to the
Chicago World's Fair via Glacier and
Yellowstone Parks
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Tawanka
"To be willing to do" -synonymous with Tawanka. Any and almost all activities are handled
by the girls and their pledges, but especially those of a service nature: alumni luncheons, blood
drives, float building, honor guards, convocation attendance. Pledges (sophomore girls chosen
on the basis of service , activities, character, and scholarship) wearing their red-ribbon ''T''s find
themselves cleaning the trophy case, and polishing Sacajawea and other statues. A spring tolo,
an IK-Tawanka picnic, and pledge breakfasts give the girls more work-but fun .
- Reprint from 1953 Kinnikinick
Tawanka was organized in October, 1926, by Dean Dora Lewis and 29 women students.
Their aim was to work in harmony with the Knights of the Tomahawk in fostering school spirit
and activities, to extend hospitality to campus visitors, and to perpetuate school traditions.
Enthusiasm in school service was the keynote with Tawanka . All new freshmen girls in fall
and spring quarters were warmly welcomed and entertained. Because of the novel ideas, the
annual entertainment sponsored by the Tawankas for the purpose of raising scholarship
money was widely anticipated.
In 1932, Tawanka awarded its first scholarship-$50 to a deserving senior for outstanding
scholarship, leadership and personality . During their first 27 years of service , some 600 active
Tawanka members granted $1,350 in scholarships.
A Tawanka alumni group was organized in Spokane in 1935 and a year later they, too,
started a scholarship program for junior and senior women. This award has grown from $50 to
$500. To date they have awarded nearly $3,000 to Eastern students.
In 1981, Eastern maintained current addresses for 107 Tawankas in the Spokane area and
259 in 14 states. Today, as in the past, Tawankas are typified by great pride in and dedication
to their alma mater.

AboveTawankas with statue of Sacajawea in
lobby of Showalter Hall, circa l 940s
LeftTawankas, circa l 930s
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Mr. Sports
He arrived at Cheney Normal in the summer of 1930 after coaching two seasons at North
Central High in Spokane-a man interested in winning . Over the next 30-plus years , Red
Reese's teams did just that . In 31 seasons as a basketball coach, Reese's teams won 473 games
against only 279 defeats . They won 12 conference titles, advanced to national tournaments on
three occasions , and twice reached the quarterfinals . At the time of his retirement, Reese
ranked with the top ten coaches in the country in number of victories .
His track and field squads captured an astonishing 23 league titles and at one time won 43
straight dual meets . Earlier in his career at Eastern, Reese coached the football team for 13
seasons and produced six champions .
"Mr. Sports"' interest in college athletics extended beyond the scope of coaching. As an administrator he was instrumental in the development of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics , serving 12 years on the board of the organization which developed out of a
group restricted to institutions playing basketball . He served as NAIA president in 1952-53.
In September , 1980, six years after his death, the new basketball court in the special events
pavilion was dedicated to the memory of the man who knew how to win .

LeftU.S . Senator Warren G. Magnuson (left)
with Red Reese
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Student Volunteers
It was the newest coed group on campus , 28 strong. The Sons of Uncle Sam was formed in
the fall of 1942 to maintain contacts with E.W.C .E. boys in the armed services.
In the first year their projects included mailing journals and boxes of cookies to the fighting
men , as well as sponsoring two Furlough Frolic Dances-the outstanding social functions of
1942-43.
In January , 1943, the Bandage Rolling All Campus Organization was started . New
members were divided into groups which would compete with each other for the greatest
number of hours spent rolling bandages for the Army .
On December 2 of that year, the Eastern Washington College players presented "Cry
Havoc ," a story depicting the horrors of war as experienced by Army nurses on Bataan .
As the war progressed, patriotism extended beyond the theater stage into student publications . The 1944 yearbook, Kinnikinick, was dedicated "TO OUR GOLD STAR BOYS. In
your memory we dedicate this book . Through courage and sacrifice we will be able to retain
the country we cherish . There is little we can say .. . we miss you fellows, and are proud of
you."

LeftSons of Uncle Sam
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The Soul
An institution is nothing more than an accumulation of buildings , books, and curriculum
unless it has a special added ingredient-the warmth of human concern that makes the whole
college experience come fully alive in all of its potential and depth .
For almost a half a century, G . H. "Doc" (Doctor of Fussology) Pearce , chief custodian ,
friend, matchmaker , and confidant to faculty, administrator, and student alike , provided that
special element of humanity.
His Christmas card in his later years helps explain why he cared so deeply for students and
expresses his characteristic exhuberant optimism and speaks of the deep personal faith which
he communicated to one and all.
"In turning the pages of my scrapbook the other day I ran across the following essay on 'Youth'
which I particularly liked .. . the author , unfortunately , is unknown :
'Youth is not a time of life . .. it is a state of mind . It is not a matter of ripe cheeks , red lips and
supple knees ; it is a temper of the will , a quality of the imagination , a vigor of the emotions ; it is
a freshness of the deep springs of life .
'Youth means a temperamental predominance of courage over timidity , of the appetite for
adventure over love of ease. This often exists in a man of fifty more than a boy of twenty .
'You are as young as your faith , as old as your doubt ; as young as your self-confidence , as
old as your fear ; as young as your hope , as old as your despair.
'In the central place of your heart there is a wireless station ; so long as it receives messages of
beauty , hope , cheer , courage , grandeur and power from the earth, from men and from the Infinite , so long are you young."'

Above"Lover's Lane" between Showalter and
Monroe Halls, circa l 940s
Left"Doc" Pearce, 1875-1963
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Return of the Veteran:
Life in Trailerville
They were tin and plywood ; 8' by 35' painted "cracker boxes" with six small windows to look
out to see identical trailers.
To the casual sightseer, the sterile tackiness of Trailerville was overwhelming . But to those
who lived in the married housing complex-many of the veterans who survived Anzio ,
Okinawa , lwo Jima, and Guadalcanal who were relishing a life of peace with their wives and
children-it was a bit of paradise .
The human touch extended beyond the limitations : a small garden in a corner of a postage
stamp yard , a short picket fence to keep stray dogs out and curious children in, a sign in the
laundry room advertising a "$55 portable radio for $40 or best offer. Like New phone TR308 ."
Young parents lived there , combining studies with jobs and family responsibilities. They
shared the American dream-a college education , a satisfying career , and the "good life ."
Trailerville was a starting point.

LeftTrailerville
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Orland Killin
I came back to Eastern Washington College of Education in the fall of 1941 after working a
year and then spending another year playing football for Washington State College in Pullman.
It was nice to be back in familiar surroundings . My parents lived less than ten miles away in
Hayford and my high school sweetheart, Bernice , was going to the college at the time .
Besides, Eastern was the site of my elementary and secondary education . In 1927 my
parents-wanting me to get the best possible education-put me on the auto interim bus that
used to run to Cheney. For the next twelve years I commuted every day , first to the Cheney
Normal Training school , then to the Cheney High School where several of the college's
teachers taught on a part-time basis .
It was comfortable to be surrounded by familiar faces again. For young people of my generation , the great depression , followed by threats of war , had created a great deal of uncertainty .
We were concerned about what was happening in Europe , about whether the United States
would enter the war. But life had to go on . So that fall I began driving a school bus for $67 per
month-a princely sum for a full-time student. When I wasn't attending school or driving the
bus, I played football for Red Reese. Eastern started with a good team that fall . It was the calm
before the storm .
In December the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor . Two months later I enlisted in the
Marines. I waited a full year to be called into service . Meanwhile , I continued to drive bus and
attend college . In our spare time we did what we could to help the war effort . Everyone was
very patriotic. The concern and anxiety of the previous years turned into a determination and
resolve . Under the direction of Mr . Hall , one of the psychology instructors , we organized The
Sons of Uncle Sam , a group of students dedicated to maintaining ties with Eastern's boys in the
armed services .
In the spring of 1943 I was called up for duty and assigned to a tank battalion . On June 10,
eleven days before the end of the war, while clearing an enemy area on Okinawa , the Sherman tank I_was commanding was struck by a six-inch shell . My gunner was killed and I, along
with my other crew members, was wounded .
The next 23 months I spent in Naval hospitals . Bernice came to visit me in the Seattle
hospital and we decided to get married.
While convalescing on the coast, I had finished my sociology degree at the University of
' Washington . I picked up my master's in industrial arts at Oregon State College in 1953, then
returned to Cheney to begin my teaching career .
My students were kids too young to remember the depression and not old enough to have
served in the Army or Navy. They were part of a new carefree breed , full of optimism and
energy . Their philosophy was reflected in the growth and expansion of the campus. No longer

AboveOrland Killin

Left Band and drum majorettes at EWCE
pep rally, circa 1940s
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did everything revolve around the
Showalter Hall nucleus as it did before the
war. New buildings provided new
classrooms for an ever-growing number of
students, many of whom commuted daily
from Spokane . The small-town family atmosphere that once typified Eastern was
fading .
Orland Killin died in late summer,
1981, just two months after contributing
the above thoughts. A widely respected
professor, he was director of EWU's Industrial Education and Technology program and a specialist in occupational
safety and health. Two scholarship funds
have been created in his memory.
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Campus School
In September, 1959, the new Campus School opened its doors . Sixty-seven years of tradition had gone into its development.
The first one , then known as the training school, had come into existence in 1892. It was
located in the old Pomeroy building on First Street. Its function was to provide student teachers
with the experience of working with children in real classroom situations .
As recalled by the former head of the Training School at the turn of the century, Mrs. Rose
Rice Turner , circumstances in those early years were often far from ideal. At one point in time
even grade school students were in short supply and Cheney Normal was forced to accept
charity :
"As I remember it, we were not legally entitled to any children of the district for our Training
School but were dependent upon the good will of the directors . My dealings were with Mr. W.
B. Ball , principal of the Cheney public school. He demurred a great deal about it during the
summer of 1898, but finding his teachers overcrowded in the fall, gave us such pupils as he did
not want."
In 1930, progressive education officially made its appearance at Cheney Normal with the installation of Clark Frazier as administrator of the Training School. Such ideas were not foreign
to faculty members. The formal classroom was discarded in favor of freedom of movement and
intellectual exploration . Visiting lecturers had given workshops on the Montessori method prior
to the first World War. The new philosophy was "The school exists for the children ."
In 1937 , with the completion of Martin Hall , the new school building, the old training school
name was dropped in favor of "laboratory school. " The concept of progressive education continued through the 1940s. With an influx of education students after the Second World War,
plans were made to build a new teaching facility . After almost fifteen years in the planning and
construction stage , the new school was completed in 1959. Under the direction of Dr. Robert
W. Reid , principal of the laboratory school , the name was again changed to Campus School.

AboveClark Frazier

LeftStudents at EWCE
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1961 to 1977
Eastern Washington State College

LeftEastern Washington State College
Circa 1960s
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Expansion and Eastern's New Role
For more than 50 years , the Cheney college had primarily focused on serving the state's
public education needs . Then , like its many counterparts across the country , the singlepurpose EWCE of 1937 responded to pressures to diversify and expand .
The opening of Hargreaves Library in 1940, and increasing departmentalization within division groupings , were harbingers of the changes to come. By 1947 the state legislature authorized bachelor's degrees and master's of education programs in response to public interest.
But the biggest sparks of change at Eastern were the crush of returning World War II
veterans anxious for career training and a newly quickened regional economy . Within just a
few years , the familiar inner campus was engulfed by the city of war-surplus wooden buildings
and mobile homes which were imported to accommodate the burgeoning student body and
expanding curricula .
The 1950s were both heady and trying times. Eastern gained a new degree of faculty selfconsciousness and pride in academic achievement. President Don Patterson appointed Dr.
George Kabat as the first Dean of Faculties to give guidance to the college's academic expansion.
By the time the name was formally changed in 1961 to Eastern Washington State College ,
the new responsibility of being a multi-purpose college had been shouldered . The modern era
was underway.
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The New Mandate: Into the Seventies
In 1954, fall enrollment was near 900 ; in 1962 , it had climbed to 2 ,462. And more students
would arrive each succeeding year.
The task of the 1960s was to consolidate and harmonize this explosive growth , to ensure
that the transition from small college to large college meant increased excellence rather than
chaos and dilution of educational quality.
Beginning with the Hall of Sciences in 1962, a series of major building and remodeling projects gradually replaced inadequate or temporary facilities for instruction , study , living , dining
and campus services. Out of the hodgepodge of construction emerged an integrated , attractively landscaped pedestrian campus with peripheral parking for the increasing number of commuters . The dignity of the old central quadrangle was merged with linked clusters of new
buildings stretching into former farmland to the north , south and west.
Equally significant were internal changes initiated under President Emerson Shuck. The college was restructured, as both administrative and academic components were reorganized.
This change , plus the wealth of academic expertise brought by the new faculty employed during the rapid growth years , laid the foundation for future University status. Departmental
specialization increased . So did departmental awareness and identity . Important new professional programs were introduced to the community . Specialized study programs were nurtured; success moved them closer to establishment as schools . At the same time, graduate
study grew in scholarly stature under the guidance of Dean Raymond Whitfield and a faculty
council. Clearly, this was a coming of age period , a time of intensely increased capabilities and
expanded resources.
The "unrest" of the late 60s and early 70s that so changed the nation also touched Eastern.
While actual disruptions were few and relatively mild, the several tides of new attitudes and
lifestyles each left its mark. The once-staid college had moved into the exciting uncertainties of
a world-at-large.

LeftConstruction of Pearce Hall
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Greeks
With its entry into the mainstream academia Eastern Washington State College became the
ideal candidate for many of the more traditional trappings of conventional college life.
In May of 1963 the Board of Trustees authorized three "fraternal chapters of Eastern
Washington State College to make contacts for possible national affiliation with certain Greek
organizations."
Kappa Chi Lambda, Epsilon Sigma and Kappa Sigma were Eastern 's first official nationally
affiliated social fraternities.
Over the next several years, other fraternities and sororities became a reality at EWSC.
Many of the larger houses on the edge of the campus were rented to the new organizations ,
while their members attempted to recruit the "right people" for their select group .
In spite of their efforts to institutionalize such Greek functions as Fall Rush and The Dream
Girl Dance , general interest in the organizations waned. Within a decade all that remained of
the Greek system on campus was the fading letters on a couple of the former fraternity houses
and the memories of those who tried.

AboveChi Omega
LeftLambda Chi Alpha
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James DeWalt
While still in the service, I applied to Eastern Washington State College and was accepted for
the winter quarter of 1969. I had attended a university on the coast before I was drafted in
1964. Then it was rock and roll heaven-all beer and fraternities. A tour of duty in Vietnam
and Germany had kept me fairly isolated from the actual events leading up to the college
upheavals in the late 1960s. All I knew was that college had changed.
What was a 23 year old vet from the outskirts of Seattle doing going to EWSC?
The answer was simple. I didn't want to return to the coast right away, and some friends
recommended Eastern . I liked the area and thought it would be a good place to re-start my college career . My plan was to transfer after a year and a half into a school that had pre-law .
One of the first things to impress me when I arrived on campus was the development and activity. Buildings were being constructed everywhere. Students were highly visible and involved . Change seemed to be the watchword. It was a time not only for physical growth but
also for reassessing values-The Age of Aquarius. Students no longer conformed because they
were told to. There were some political and racial flare-ups, but there was also the lighter
aspects to our growth experience. Coed dorms were initiated on campus . Streeter, my dorm,
was one of the first to go through the change . Out of respect to Native Americans, the traditional athletic name 'The Savages' was dropped. For the next few years sports reporters referred to the teams fielded by Eastern Washington as the EWSC no-names.
Some traditions died harder than others. Organized social groups were on the decline , but
one club I became involved in managed to hang on for a little longer.
The Bachelor's Club was one of the oldest continuously running student organizations on
campus. Traditionally, meetings were held at Bill's Tavern. Every year we sponsored Orphan's
Day when we'd bring the children from St. Joseph's Orphanage to the campus for a football
game and dinner.
In my junior year I became involved in campus politics, gaining a place on the student council. Being a political science major I found it interesting participating in the growth process of an
institution-dealing with everyday administrative duties such as contending with budget
restraints and projecting future student enrollment. Eastern was growing rapidly and the administration was eager to get student input as to the direction it should be heading .
For my final year at Eastern, I moved into The Troup, a nearby apartment, with some Canadian students. With the war winding down , the campus unrest we had seen in the closing years
of the '60s was being replaced by the job-oriented '70s. My plans had been to stay only one
and a half years, but I stayed here and graduated . During that time Eastern had tripled its student enrollment and was rapidly moving toward University status.

LeftStudent demonstrators outside the
Military Science building
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Old With the New
Since its inception, Eastern has turned to the Native American lore and culture for inspiration. Organizations such as the Tawankas-an Indian word for "willing to do"-and publications such as the Kinnikinick-the Indian term for flowering dogwood-relied heavily on an
idealized perception of American Indians .
A new and dynamic dimension was added in the 1960s with a growing interest of Native
Americans in higher education . The institution began offering its programs through Extended
Services in the Colville and Toppenish communities.
In 1970 the campus Indian Education Center was founded . Located in the Longhouse on
5th and C streets, it now functions as a recruiting and counseling center for more than 150
students on campus, as well as those being serviced through EWU's Extended Programs.
With the encouragement of the Colville, Spokane, Kalispell , Yakima, Nez Perce, and Coeur
d'Alene tribal councils, more and more native students enroll at Eastern Washington University
each year . The process which began with the adoption of unique names has extended to the
sharing of a common education.

LeftPow wow at the Jim Thorpe Fieldhouse
dedication, 1978
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Into the Community
Since the early years of Cheney Normal under the direction of President Noah Showalter,
extension and correspondence courses were offered to teachers in the surrounding area. For
many of those requiring the additional studies, travel to Cheney Normal was difficult if not impossible. In recognition of this fact , the 1917 State Legislature authorized Eastern to provide
off-campus courses "to assist teachers who are now in the service and candidates for certificates to meet the new requirements in education without undue hardship ."
By 1920 more than 200 were enrolled in courses which ranged from public school art and
music to geography of Europe and Northwest history.
By the 1980s, this service had been expanded into 17 counties and made available hundreds of courses ranging from introductory freshman courses to graduate-level instruction .
Each new generation of students brings new needs. With fewer and more specialized job opportunities in the 1970s, a new career-oriented pragmatism developed at Eastern . Responding
to student and community needs , Extended Programs in 1971 initiated a pilot internship program designed to provide the student with on-the-job training and to enhance the working relationship between Eastern and the surrounding community.
Senior students who entered the program were placed with local organizations and
businesses on a temporary , part-time basis. Averaging 20 hours per week in their internships ,
students received academic credit for their work .
The project has expanded since its inception into the sophomore and junior levels and now
places more than 200 students per quarter in internship positions .
With the cost of travel increasing in the 1970s and '80s the use of mass communications has
become more and more attractive as a means of serving the region . In 1981 , Eastern instituted
educational television programming 12 hours a day on cable channels and expanded
telecourse offerings on commercial channels. Classes of the future outside the nucleus campus
will be conducted via television. Between 1980 and 1990 the 350 ,000 miles covered annually
by Eastern's travelling instructors inay be reduced by as much as 70 percent. EWU , working in
affiliation with other educational institutions, will , via satellite, provide for a fraction of the cost
accredited courses in excess of what was being offered in the 1970s.

LeftGordon Martinen, vice president for
Extended Programs, at the Spokane
Center, Bon Marche building, Spokane
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Preserving for Tomorrow
It is a one of a kind environment, the remnants of a 10,000 year old flood plain upon which
a delicate ecology thrives .
Within its very heart, man walks , wonders, observes, studies, and plans for the future. The
environment is undisturbed .
In August of 1973, Eastern Washington State University and the Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife signed the historic document which implemented a program designed to create
the Turnbull Environmental Research/Teaching Center.
The Research Center is located in the 17 ,000 acre Turnbull Wildlife Refuge, which was
originally created in 1937 to preserve the rare and vanishing natural habitat of the area . The
new building consisting of almost 10,000 square feet of classrooms and laboratories, has two
critical functions : to provide new, dynamic and relevant research and classroom facilities for
the rapidly growing biology program and to fulfill the new school mandate as a regional institution designed to serve the community.
Over the years , Turnbull has been the site of more than 50 intensive research projects ranging from the study of aquatic pollutants to the effects of volcanic ash on waterfowl hatch.
With new equipment and facilities just becoming available, research projects will increase
dramatically. Projections call for more than 40 research projects annually by 1990.

LeftTurnbull Environmental
Research/Teaching Center
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1977 to Future

Eastern Washington University
ACADEMY TO UNIVERSITY

It began with a single frame structure, The Benjamin P. Cheney Academy and five acres of
land.
Not long after, it was renamed Cheney Normal.
By 1936 the campus had grown to eight buildings with a gross square footage of 289,000
feet. The former two-year institution had been renamed Eastern Washington College of
Education in keeping with its new status as a four-year degree-granting institution.
The year 1961 brought another major change to the school. The college of education
became a fully accredited state college. The campus included nine buildings totalling 320,000
square feet.
In 1977 the former Benjamin P . Cheney Academy received full recognition as a university .
As a government-established regional university mandated to serve the people in the Northeastern portion of the state, its name was changed to Eastern Washington University .
In less than one hundred years the original five-acre site had grown to 350 acres with more
than 50 buildings containing one and a half million square feet.

LeftEastern Washington University's mall,

1980
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Time's Detective
He is time's detective , the man who , after the politicizing and power-brokers have effectively
muddied historical waters, is responsible for setting it all straight.
He is the archivist, a player of many parts: compiler, researcher , interpreter. He shares the
lives of those who have shaped our destiny.
Jay Rea moves within his world of documents with the skill only acquired through years of
painstaking work. It is a world he loves and understands .
As Eastern Washington University's chief archivist, he speaks of the institution's past with a
knowledge based on years of research. At his disposal are books, journals, and papers of
several major regional collections, including the full University archives , private papers ,
government and business records of the area , and other archival material pertinent to the inland northwest . All are catalogued and shelved, waiting for the curious and the scholarly .
Rea is representative of those who maintain that the most critical aspect of any learning institution is its library .
From little over a couple of dozen elementary texts 100 years ago , Eastern's general collection has grown to more than 300,000 volumes and some 3,200 current journals, magazines
and newspapers. In addition to the special and general collections, The John F. Kennedy
Memorial Library, which was completed in 1967 , houses the largest public collection of
audiovisual aids in the Spokane area.
To people like Rea, the library is a living entity-a guide to past, present and future .

LeftJay Rea
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Dance
Dance has always been part of Eastern Washington University . From its early beginnings as
an academy , the liberal arts were taught in an effort to bring grace and beauty to the lives of its
students. As the institution grew, regional perceptions gave way to the more cosmopolitan , as
dancers looked beyond their own insular community to the performing arts centers of the
world. New York, Paris, Leningrad now provide inspiration for EWU's contemporary dance
students as internationally known instructors share the traditions of two continents with their
students.
In the dramatic expanse of the Dustin Dance Studio, Leonard Fowler conducts his classes.
Black metal bars extend across the highly polished wooden-strip floors toward their own images reflected in the wall of mirrors. Dancers in tights strain at the bars as the artist-in-residence
counts : "One and two and three ." Rows of feet move in and out in unison to the recorded
strains of Plaiser d'Amour, following the lead of the middle-aged man in bright blue Adidas.
'Three and four and five." The blue shoes continue to move so effortlessly they appear enchanted. Years of practice are reflected in their movement.
The tempo changes as Fowler directs, now speaking in French, a new bar exercise.
It is all part of the tradition of ballet instruction .
Tradition is very important to Leonard Fowler. Almost all of his instructors have been
masters of the Kirov school of Leningrad, a 300-year-old institution which originally had the
patronage of the Czar. It was the school of Fokine, Nijinsky , Massine and Pavlova-the cornerstone of the Ballet Russes.

AboveLeonard Fowler
LeftDustin Dance Studio, EWU
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Volcano
On May 18, 1980 , Mount St. Helens exploded , releasing a force 500 times that of the bomb
which destroyed Hiroshima . Six hours after the incident , most of eastern Washington was
enveloped in blackness-the effects of a thick cloud of volcanic ash blotting out the normally
intense midday sunlight.
To Eugene Kiver , Eastern Washington University's resident volcano expert and professor of
geology , the incident came as no surprise . He had been predicting a major volcanic eruption in
the Northwest for several years.
Kiver's interest had centered around Mount Baker, the inactive volcano to the north of St.
Helens, which in March of 1975 showed signs of an impending eruption . Both Mount Baker
and Mount St. Helens stand on the same geological fault line , along with thirteen other potentially dangerous peaks. To Kiver and his fellow geologists , the question was not whether there
would be an eruption-but which mountain would erupt first. When that question was
answered on May 18, Kiver and his associates at the EWU geology department immediately
began studying the effects of the eruption on eastern Washington .
During a state of emergency that blanketed most of Washington , Idaho , and Montana , Dr.
Mohammed Ikramuddin , geochemist , began taking samples of the ash at one half hour intervals as it began to fall . The samples were then analyzed to determine possible toxicity. Other
members of the geology department tested the ash for other properties . As more information
became available, new studies were initiated which ranged from investigating the effects of ash
on transportation to its impact on waterfowl breeding.
On May 18, 198 1, the first anniversary of the eruption , the results of these studies were
presented at an international volcano symposium hosted by EWU . During the three-day event,
more than 90 scientists presented papers on the effects of the volcanic eruption . The topics
which covered areas in geology , biology , anthropology , meterology, sociology , economics
and even social work covered the spectrum of scientific investigation and , in total , provided the
nucleus for studies extending into the next century .

AboveSnow plow shoveling ash in downtown
Cheney, May, 1980

LeftMount Baker ice caves, 1975
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Sports Complex
It is the single most ambitious construction project ever completed at Eastern . It was built in
five stages spanning ten years at a fixed cost of $12 million. The Health , Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletic Complex symbolizes Eastern's new status as a fully equipped , modern
regional university.
The first stage of the project to be completed was the two-story administrative building in
1972. Situated at the entrance to the complex, it is the nerve center of the athletic complex,
containing both offices and classrooms .
That same year, the second stage was completed . The main P .E. activities building has 12
racquetball courts, a weight-training room, a wrestling room , complete locker room facilities for
men and women, the Dustin Dance Studio with natural light and balcony seating, a double
gymnastic practice area, and two full-sized basketball courts .
Stage three , the Special Events Pavilion, was completed in 1975. With a seating capacity of
5,000 , plus complete team training and locker room facilities , it is an ideal location for major
athletic events ranging from intercollegiate basketball to tournaments.
Next to be completed was the Jim Thorpe fieldhouse . This single-story structure contains full
fieldhouse facilities , including a 200-meter indoor track, five tennis courts, and portable spectator galleries.
The final phase of the complex was completed in the fall of 1980. The aquatic center consists of a six-lane Olympic-sized pool with a separate diving area and a spectator gallery with~
400-seat capacity.

AboveEWU basketball game against Simon
Fraser University

LeftEWU sports complex
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The Next Hundred Years
Since the end of the Second World War, Eastern Washington University has experienced
growth unprecedented in its 100-year history.
In nearly four decades, the student population has jumped from 600 to close to 10,000 .
Teaching , research , and administration space has increased from 300,000 square feet to
2,000,000 square feet. Our status evolved from a teacher's college to a fully accredited
regional university which grants graduate degrees in several disciplines .
Eastern Washington University is now moving into a new phase of development-a phase
which will be based on consolidation. The challenge now is to make full use of the gains achieved in the past quarter century .
The goal for this new phase in our development is excellence-excellence in curriculum, excellence in faculty and staff and excellence in students .
Already, through the upgrading of the University's general education requirements for the
baccalaureate degree and the establishment of an Eastern Washington University's Honors
Program , we have taken important first steps.
As part of our 100 year policy to provide the eastern Washington region with qualified
graduates in needed fields , we are looking to the expansion of programs which will better serve
the economic needs of the region .
Recently, several electronics manufacturing firms have moved into the Spokane area. The
success of these operations has been reflected by their ambitious expansion programs .
Over the next several decades they will require skilled university graduates . Our new Institute for Technological Studies will provide many of those people .
In view of the electronic industry's rapid growth, Eastern likely will encounter strong pressure
to develop fully in the field of engineering.
Communications is another expanding field for Eastern. We are presently developing a
graduate degree which will marry the skills of traditional journalism with the electronic media.
The individual who completes the graduate program will be knowledgeable in all the major
areas of modern communications.
Eastern Washington University's commitment to developing outstanding educators has
spanned its 100 year history-first as a normal school, then a four-year teacher's college and
now as a regional University.
As part of the plan to continue this service to the community we have established Experimental Education programs. We now have a generous grant from the United States Department of Education to accelerate work in this field.
One of the most fruitful of these new programs is the internship program . Students are
placed in the Spokane private sector where they complete on-the-job training and receive

AbovePresident H. George Frederickson
LeftBetween-class break outside Tawanka
Commons, 1981
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academic credit. Besides improving students' education , this program builds closer ties between Spokane and Eastern.
The Experimental Education Program and other such Spokane
oriented programs maintain a presence in the Spokane Center-our
satellite program in the Bon Marche Building. Every year we are
assisting more and more adults in receiving the continuing education
they need to advance their careers and enrich their lives. Most of
these returning students have families, responsibilities, and jobs
which do not allow them to attend regular daytime campus courses .
Eastern has also moved boldly into the arena of providing quality
education via television . Through our affiliation with the Appalachian Community Service Network and other telecourse providers we have initiated greatly expanded educational offerings
designed to extend accredited university courses into the homes of
people throughout this vast region.
Every department in this institution should benefit from our striving
for excellence in curriculum and services. These benefits should extend to such EWU-supported research projects as the Center for the

Study of Aging , The Community Services Center, The Bureau of
Business Research, The Turnbull Laboratory, The Columbia Plateau
Studies, The Center for Economic Education, and others .
In every area the success of our efforts will depend on the abilities
of our faculty and staff. We have always been aware that the performance of an institution is directly related to the excellence of its personnel. For this reason Eastern makes a concerted effort to attract
the very best. This is reflected in the increase in the number of
doctorate-level people presently affiliated with the University .
Eastern professors are young-the average faculty age is
45-energetic and committed to their discipline.
Over the next few decades Eastern Washington University is
destined to experience many changes . We are confident that the
programs already under development and those to come will be a
credit to the institution and the community it serves . We look forward
to our second century of service with confidence and enthusiasm.
- H . George Frederickson
President

LeftNorman Vigfusson, biologist, teacher
and researcher in genetics
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Centennial Book Sponsors
E. S. Red Henderson
Betty (Stuart) Hennessey
Clarence E. Henning
Jean (Campbell) Hogan
Correne Rippetoe {Rippitau) Howard
Robert E. Hungate
John and Virginia (Nelson) Isaacson
Bernard and Olga Iverson
Joseph A. Janni
George and Carol Kabat
Anna Mae King
Wilma L. Knuth
Elsie C. Lang
Whitney and Genevieve (Warren) Lees
Marie (Watson) Lobdell
Louise (Fausti) Love
Bernadine McClincy
Elgin and Helen (Montague) McLean
Jim and Evelyn (Farnham) McMillan
Lillian Flaig Merritt
Audrey (Richardson) Middleton
John W . Mielke
Norman and Mabel (Lewis) Mikalson
Richard F . Miller
Dean Morris
Charles and Dorothy (Oliver) Nelson
Mollie (Alexander) Nicholson
Johnena (Lewallyn) Ogden
Weldon (Tony) Osborne
George W. Ott
Clarence 0 . Pence
Darrell and Katherine (Millar) Peterson
Nancy Kate (Brodnax) Phillips
Henry and Mary (Johnson) Praetorius
Lois (Rankin) Rice

Victor and Wilma (Clay) Anderson
Berneice I. Baker
Laura (Lucille Dale) Bartell
Lynville E. Barton
Florence Bassett
Louetta Zornes Bell
Dorothy (Wrensky) Belles
Mary (Lothspeich) Brody
Helen (Dodd) Brown
William H . Brown (Hobart)
Eugene F . Bryant
Mary (Norman) Bunker
Elva (Dailey) Calhoun
John and Harriette (Collin) Cassidy
Mary E. (La Munyan) Cassidy
Walden and Edith (Cross) Chambers
Dr. and Mrs . Joe Chatburn
W . H . Conover
Signe (Lundquist) Currier
Emma (Randall) Dasch
Daniel and Margaret (Lane) DeWitt
William and Beverly {Byers) Donner
Mary (Trainer) Dowling
Binna (Mason) Dummeier
H . Antoinette Dustin
Lyla (Gorwell) Edge
EWU Faculty Wives
Pauline (Thomas) Farmer
Vern and Sally (Sampson) Fox
Ernest and Lucille (Page) Frieze
Leroy Fulton
Al Grandchamp
Agnes (Silkforth) Hammond
Harold E. Heinemann
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George and Gladys (Adling) Roe
Dr. S. W. Rydbom
Wilmer Seigert
Malcolm Sharp
Gerald and Elsie (Mack) Smith
Evelyn (Conley) Stauffer
Harold and Jean (Ferguson) Stevens
Grace (Sitton) Stingle
Claire (Harris) Strand
Alfred J . Strom Sr.
Ailleene (Warren) Swenson
Tawankas
Dorothy (Young) Terrell
Evelyn (Taylor) Tuggle
Mae (James) Turner
Mildred (Snyder) Wellsandt
George and LaVern (Houghton) Werner
Edward Westall
Orville and Myrtle (McAtee) Widman
Royal and Ima Womach
Stanley and Vera (Burns) Wynstra

LeftWhen Tawanka Commons, the new
dining facility, opened in 1964, Tawanka
leaders Edith Cross Chambers and
Francene Pauly Bennett presented the
name plaque to Eastern President
Donald S. Patterson.
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